COME AND BE

NUTZ WITH US

In need of some ideas for constructive, physical activities that can promote gross motor
skill development and keep your children fit and healthy? HealthNutz (a Sports Science
Institute of South Africa Community Health Intervention Programme) is here to help.
Follow this activity sheet for a fun-filled and educational session!
WHAT YOU
WILL NEED
Newspaper or scrap paper
Prestik or tape
Scissors
Marker pen

NUMBER OF KIDS AND
TIME REQUIRED
1+ children
Between 10 and 30 minutes.

How to play
THE FLOOR IS LAVA
ACTIVITY

#2

GROSS MOTOR AND
COGNITIVE SKILLS
Dynamic balance, lower body
strength, coordination, fine motor
skills
Numbers and counting, shapes

Ask the children if they know what lava is and if they know if it is hot or
cold. Identify an area where you will be doing the activity. Tell the
children that you will be pretending that the area has lava and the only
way to get to the other side is to correctly hop across a hopscotch
track.
Start by asking the children if they know how to draw shapes and have
them practice. (If younger children are participating, draw the shapes
for them and have them trace it). On a piece of newspaper or scrap
paper, draw a circle, a square or a triangle with a thick marker pen and
write the numbers one (1) to ten (10) in the middle of the shape.
Ensure the shapes are big enough to hop on (±30cm). The children
can then cut out the shapes.
Make at least six (6) to ten (10) shapes. Then, using Prestik, stick the
shapes on the floor in any hopscotch pattern (see the illustration) to
make a path across the imaginary lava river.
You can then call out a number that is on one of the shapes. The
child must hop on the shapes, putting one foot on a single shape
and both feet on two shapes placed next to each other.
They must remember the number that was called
and avoid jumping on that number.
Once they finish the
track, they must stand on
the other side of the lava
river and count from one
(1) to the number that
was called out to
celebrate their victory
over the lava obstacle.

Example hopscotch
tracks.

Balancing on one leg.

The shapes might get
torn in the process. If this
happens, ask the children
to cut out more shapes,
and even try to draw
shapes such as a
diamond or a pentagon.

Progression options: Ask the children to count backwards from the number that was called out, or to do times tables with that
number. For e.g. count backwards from 6; or what is 6 x 2? For older children, different numbers with higher values can be used,
e.g. 15, 63, 80 – and do sums and counting with these numbers.

HealthNutz is an initiative of SSISA's Community Health Intervention Programmes and is offered
on a not-for-profit basis to communities in need. If you would like more information on our
programmes or would like to partner, contact us at csi@ssisa.com or on +27 21 659 5608.

